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PHO T O 
PRO JEC T S

10 fresh and creative ideas to  
try – from near-dark bluebells 

to leaping selfies…

N

Enter the twilight zone
Photograph woodland flowers between day and night

P R O J E C T  1

OW is the time of 
year to get that 
staple of spring 

landscape photography – 
a woodland carpeted in 
bluebells – in the bag. But 
what if you’re looking for 
something a bit different? For 
his fresh take on this familiar 
flower, Robert Canis chose to 
photograph them, along with 
other blooms, during twilight.

The cool light sandwiched 
between the warmth of sunset 
and the dead of night would suit 
the subject perfectly, although 
Robert says finding a situation 
that matched his pre-visualised 
image was a challenge: “In fact, 
it was one of the hardest from 
the Twilight series to create, 

and required many visits. More 
often than not, bluebells grow 
in swathes, and I wanted to 
portray that in the image, which 
was much harder to accomplish 
than isolating a single flower.”
 Robert’s advice if you want to 
take a similar shot? Prepare to 
get dirty. “You have to get on 
your hands and knees and look 
through the viewfinder as it’s 
impossible to locate such a 
composition from standing 
height. It’s all about the 
structure of the flower. You 
have to ignore its colour, since it 
becomes irrelevant as the light 
fades, and instead rely on its 
silhouette and its relationship 
with the background. I opted 
for a 200mm macro lens, which 

compressed the flowers and 
enabled me to frame the heads 
more effectively within the 
apertures created by the trees.
 “Focusing is a major 
challenge in near-darkness. 
I use a small torch to aid this, 
in conjunction with Live View 
and manual focusing, reviewing 
every few images or so to check 
for sharpness. It’s impossible 
to know when the flower has 
stopped trembling in the 
breeze! For this particular shot, 
a tripod was essential, along 
with a remote release and 
mirror-lock, in order to produce 
a sharp image during the 
relatively long exposure 
time of 1/4 second.”
www.robertcanis.com


